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Abstract16

In the North Atlantic Ocean, the geometry of diachronous V-shaped features that strad-17

dle the Reykjanes Ridge is often attributed to thermal pulses which advect away from the18

center of the Iceland plume. Recently, two alternative hypotheses have been proposed: rift19

propagation and buoyant mantle upwelling. Here, we evaluate these different proposals us-20

ing basin-wide geophysical and geochemical observations. The centerpiece of our analysis21

is a pair of seismic reflection profiles oriented parallel to flowlines that span the North At-22

lantic Ocean. V-shaped ridges and troughs are mapped on both Neogene and Paleogene23

oceanic crust, enabling a detailed chronology of activity to be established for the last 5024

million years. Estimates of the cumulative horizontal displacement across normal faults25

help to discriminate between brittle and magmatic modes of plate separation, suggesting26

that crustal architecture is sensitive to the changing planform of the plume. Water-loaded27

residual depth measurements are used to estimate crustal thickness and to infer mantle28

potential temperature which varies by ±25◦C on timescales of 3–8 Ma. This variation is29

consistent with the range of temperatures inferred from geochemical modeling of dredged30

basaltic rocks along the ridge axis itself, from changes in Neogene deep-water circula-31

tion, and from the regional record of episodic Cenozoic magmatism. We conclude that32

radial propagation of transient thermal anomalies within an asthenospheric channel that is33

150 ± 50 km thick best accounts for the available geophysical and geochemical observa-34

tions.35

Plain Language Summary36

In the North Atlantic Ocean, immense amounts of hot material upwells beneath Ice-37

land from deep within Earth’s mantle, forming a gigantic pancake-shaped upwelling. This38

upwelling, known as the Iceland mantle plume, is the largest on Earth and plays a key role39

in determining the depth and shape of the North Atlantic Ocean over thousands of kilome-40

ters. A pattern of distinctive V-shaped ridges and troughs that are hundreds of kilometers41

long and tens of kilometers wide occur on the seabed south of Iceland. These V-shaped42

ridges are thought to have been generated by waxing and waning of the plume but their43

precise origin is hotly debated. Here, we use an acoustic (i.e. seismic) survey, spanning44

the North Atlantic Ocean to image these features. We assess competing hypotheses for45

their formation and argue that they are indeed an indirect record of plume activity through46

time. Pulses of hot material appear to be generated every 3 to 8 million years. As they47
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spread beneath adjacent tectonic plates, these pulses cause vertical movements that trigger48

changes in ancient oceanic circulation.49
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1 Introduction50

In the North Atlantic Ocean, the slow-spreading Reykjanes and Kolbeinsey Ridges51

transect the Iceland plume, a major convective upwelling which is thought to transport52

substantial volumes of mantle material to the Earth’s surface [Figures 1 and 2; e.g. Mor-53

gan, 1971; White, 1997; Searle et al., 1998; Allen et al., 2002; Jones et al., 2014]. The54

most obvious manifestations of this plume are residual depth anomalies of up to 2 km55

throughout the North Atlantic Ocean, long wavelength positive free-air gravity anoma-56

lies, and low shear wave velocities that extend from the Charlie-Gibbs Fracture Zone to57

Svalbard, and from Baffin Island to western Norway [Figure 1; Jones et al., 2002a; Davis58

et al., 2012; Rickers et al., 2013]. The plume also has a pronounced geochemical signa-59

ture that is identified from basaltic rocks dredged from spreading ridges on either side of60

Iceland [Schilling, 1973; Murton et al., 2002; Jones et al., 2014].61

The short-wavelength structure of oceanic crust on either side of the Reykjanes62

Ridge is usually interpreted as an indirect record of time-dependent mantle convective cir-63

culation. In this interpretation, hot mantle material ascends the plume conduit and spreads64

out radially beneath the lithospheric plates [e.g. Vogt, 1971; White et al., 1995; Navin65

et al., 1998; Smallwood and White, 1998; Ito, 2001; Jones et al., 2002a; Parnell-Turner66

et al., 2013]. A striking manifestation of this time-dependent behavior is a set of diachronous67

V-shaped ridges (VSRs) and troughs which straddle the ridge axis. On Neogene oceanic68

crust, these features are clearly resolved by the free-air gravity field (Figure 2b). Although69

linear gravity anomalies also occur on Paleogene oceanic crust, the sedimentary cover is70

much thicker and interpretation of these weaker anomalies is less certain. North of Ice-71

land, symmetric V-shaped ridges and troughs flank the Kolbeinsey Ridge, although the72

associated linear gravity anomalies are obscured by sedimentary cover [Jones et al., 2002a;73

Hooft et al., 2006].74

Vogt [1971] suggested that the VSRs are caused by minor crustal thickness changes75

that are generated when pulses of anomalously hot asthenosphere advect horizontally away76

from the center of the plume. He proposed two alternative models that could account for77

the geometry of VSRs. In the channel flow model, asthenospheric pulses are confined78

to, and flow along the length of, the mid-oceanic ridge and straight VSRs are produced79

if the velocity of each pulse is constant. Thus diachronous ridges and troughs are man-80

ifestations of changes in oceanic crustal thickness formed at the spreading center when81
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a thermal anomaly is horizontally advected beneath the center. In the radial flow model,82

asthenospheric pulses flow radially away from the center of the plume. Since velocity83

decreases as a function of distance, radial flow should produce curved VSRs. However,84

almost straight VSRs can be generated provided the volume flux of the plume is large85

which means that the geometry of these VSRs alone cannot be used to discriminate be-86

tween these alternative models.87

Since Vogt’s early insight, the origin and significance of these VSRs has been the88

subject of debate. Part of this debate has focused on whether the melt anomalies required89

to generate VSRs are caused by thermal or compositional changes within the mantle source90

region [e.g. Vogt, 1971; Foulger and Anderson, 2005; Martinez and Hey, 2017]. A com-91

bination of seismic reflection and wide-angle imaging, geochemical analysis of dredged92

basaltic rocks, and convective modeling have led to the widely held view that the diachronous93

geometry of VSRs is generated by thermal anomalies that propagate either radially or ax-94

ially through a 150 ± 50 km thick asthenospheric layer [Figure 3a; e.g. Vogt and Avery,95

1974; White et al., 1995; White and Lovell, 1997; Ito, 2001; Albers and Christensen, 2001;96

Jones et al., 2002a; Poore et al., 2011; Parnell-Turner et al., 2014; Jones et al., 2014].97

Fluid dynamical calculations suggest that these anomalies could be generated by the peri-98

odic generation of instabilities within the thermal boundary layer at the base of the plume’s99

conduit [e.g. Olson and Christensen, 1986; Schubert et al., 1989; Ito, 2001],100

Recently, two alternative hypotheses for the formation of VSRs have been put for-101

ward. The first hypothesis suggests that VSRs are generated by rift propagation, obviating102

the need for thermally or compositionally generated melt anomalies [Figure 3b; Briais103

and Rabinowicz, 2002; Hey et al., 2010; Benediktsdóttir et al., 2012; Hey et al., 2016]. A104

sequence of propagating rifts and transform faults are envisaged, leading to asymmetric105

accretion along the ridge axis. In this scheme, V-shaped ridges and troughs are thought to106

represent pseudofault scarps. A second hypothesis argues that buoyant instabilities upwell107

along the mid-oceanic ridge axis to generate the observed crustal structure, which avoids108

the requirement for rapid plume flow altogether [Figure 3c; Murton et al., 2002; Martinez109

and Hey, 2017].110

In order to address these competing hypotheses for VSR formation, we present and111

analyze regional seismic reflection profiles that were acquired along flowlines between 60112

and 62◦N south of Iceland. These profiles can be used to analyze the detailed structure of113
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VSRs and to gauge the mode of crustal accretion through time, by determining the amount114

of spreading that is taken up by brittle extension on normal faults. Residual depth mea-115

surements are then used to construct a chronology of Cenozoic V-shaped ridge activity116

and to estimate asthenospheric potential temperatures through time. These temperatures117

are compared with those determined from geochemical analysis of basaltic rocks dredged118

along the Reykjanes Ridge. Alternative hypotheses for VSR formation are tested using a119

combination of these observations together with regional magnetic and gravity datasets.120

2 Seismic Reflection Survey121

During Cruise JC50 in July-August 2010, >2400 km of two-dimensional (2D) multi-122

channel reflection seismic data were acquired (Figure 2). The two longest profiles, JC50-123

1 and JC50-2, are oriented parallel to plate-spreading flowlines and are each >1000 km124

long. JC50-1 intersects the Reykjanes Ridge at the southernmost tip of the youngest VSR125

at 60.2◦N. JC50-2 intersects the Reykjanes Ridge 175 km further north at 61.7◦N. JC50-126

1 and JC50-2 span the Icelandic and Irminger basins. Two shorter flowlines, JC50-3 and127

JC50-4, were also acquired, which are each 218 km long. These profiles cross the mid-128

oceanic ridge at 61.3◦N and 61.5◦N, respectively.129

The availability of regional flowlines is crucial because it means that reconstructed130

sediment-basement geometries on either side of the Reykjanes Ridge are exactly conjugate131

to each other. This feature enables reliable analysis of potential symmetry and/or asym-132

metry of basement features. The flowline design of this seismic survey is of particular use133

in the North Atlantic Ocean where there is a ∼ 30◦ change in spreading direction in Late134

Eocene times.135

2.1 Acquisition & Processing136

Acoustic energy was generated using a single generator-injector airgun with a total137

volume of 5.82 l (generator pulse = 4.1 l, injector pulse = 1.72 l) and a frequency band-138

width of 10–400 Hz. The airgun was towed at a depth of 5.5 m behind the vessel, which139

steamed at 2 m s−1. Shots were fired every 15 s (∼ 30 m) with a chamber pressure of140

20.7 MPa (∼3000 psi). Reflected acoustic energy was recorded on a 1,600 meter long141

streamer towed at 7 m depth. This streamer consisted of 132 groups of hydrophones lo-142
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cated every 12.5 m. Distance from the airgun to the first group (that is, near-trace offset)143

was 163 m. The digital sampling interval of recorded signals was 1 ms.144

A typical processing sequence was used. Shotpoint gathers were assigned into com-145

mon mid-point (CMP) gathers spaced every 6.25 m. Root-mean-square (rms) velocities146

were picked every 100 CMPs (i.e. every 6.25 m), followed by conventional stacking. A147

12 Hz high-pass filter with a roll-off of 24 dB per octave was applied before stacking. Im-148

ages were migrated using a post-stack frequency-wavenumber (i.e. f -k) algorithm with a149

constant velocity of 1.5 km s−1 [Stolt, 1978]. Each profile was converted from two-way150

travel time to depth using smoothed interval velocities determined from picked rms veloc-151

ities (typical velocities within sediment layer range from 1.6 to 2.5 km s−1). The resultant152

21-fold stacked image has a vertical and horizontal resolution of 10–20 m. It is important153

to note that this resolution is sufficient to discriminate between kilometer-scale V-shaped154

ridges and the effects of pervasive normal faulting with displacements of tens to hundreds155

of meters.156

2.2 Geologic Interpretation157

The seismic profiles reveal the detailed structure of the Iceland and Irminger basins158

(Figure 4). The top of the oceanic basement is imaged beneath a pile of sediment that159

thickens away from the mid-ocean ridge. The sediment-basement interface is characterized160

by a high amplitude, uneven reflection that occurs beneath numerous weaker reflections161

from within the sediment pile. Reflections within the sediments are high frequency and162

define convex depositional geometries typical of the fine-grained contourite drift deposits163

found in the North Atlantic Ocean [Johnson and Schneider, 1969; Bianchi and McCave,164

2000; Parnell-Turner et al., 2015]. Sediments to the east of Reykjanes Ridge are typically165

more than twice as thick as sediments at a similar distance from the axis on the western166

side (for example, compare sediment thickness 200 km from ridge axis, Figure 4). These167

thick sediments are Gardar and Björn contourite drifts, which are deposited on the eastern168

flank of the Reykjanes Ridge bathymetric rise as deep-water flows southwards through the169

Iceland Basin under the influence of the Coriolis force [Parnell-Turner et al., 2015].170
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2.2.1 Crustal Morphology171

The Reykjanes Ridge itself is characterized by a central high on each of the four172

flowline profiles (Figure 5). On the northernmost profiles, JC50-2, 3 and 4, this central173

high consists of a ∼42 km wide plateau which represents the youngest V-shaped ridge,174

VSR 1. This plateau is capped by a number of minor highs with elevations of up to 200175

m which probably represent en echelon axial volcanic ridges [Searle et al., 1998; Parnell-176

Turner et al., 2013]. On these three profiles, VSR 1 is flanked on either side by promi-177

nent bathymetric depressions, which are filled with sediments of up to 0.35 s two-way178

travel time (i.e. 200–300 m) thickness at a range of 90 km west of ridge axis, Figure 5g).179

On JC50-1 which is located ∼200 km south of JC50-2, the central high is much narrower180

and sharper (Figure 5d). This profile crosses the leading edge of VSR 1, which is not de-181

fined by a wide plateau. Instead, this edge has steeply dipping flanks, that give way to182

pronounced bathymetric depressions on either side.183

Broadly symmetrical, long wavelength, highs and lows in the topography of the184

sediment-basement interface can be identified and mapped on JC50-1 and JC50-2 These185

ridges and troughs occur up to 550 km away from the mid-oceanic ridge and coincide186

with positive and negative free-air gravity anomalies (Figure 4). The ridges are 15–70 km187

wide, up to ∼750 m high and are broken up, but not defined, by numerous high-angle nor-188

mal faults. These faults are typically spaced 1–5 km apart (Figure 6d). Conjugate pairs of189

V-shaped ridge with similar amplitudes and wavelengths can be identified on either side of190

the Reykjanes Ridge (Figures 6 and 7). VSR 2 consists of two basement highs that are191

60–80 km-wide, up to 2.25 km high on JC50-2, and more pronounced on the western192

flank (Figures 6c and 6d). On JC50-1, VSR 2 consists of a single 80 km-wide high that193

is broadly symmetrical about the ridge axis (Figures 7c and 7d).194

Significantly, buried V-shaped ridges are clearly imaged beneath thick sedimentary195

cover on older Paleogene oceanic crust. These ridges have different morphologies and am-196

plitudes on either side of the spreading axis. For example, VSR 4 consists of a series of197

four faulted basement highs on JC50-2 to the west of the Reykjanes Ridge, each of which198

is 400–500 m high at a range of 360 km from axis (Figure 6g). East of Reykjanes Ridge199

on the same profile, VSR 4 is a distinctive peak that is 750 m high at a range of 345 km200

from axis (Figure 6h). These older VSRs are generally asymmetric with steep sides that201

face toward the mid-oceanic ridge. In contrast, JC50-1 crosses a zone of intense fractur-202
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ing, where VSRs appear to be absent on satellite gravity imagery (Figures 7g and 7h). At203

these ranges on both flanks, pervasive faulting occurs and and long-wavelength basement204

highs are not easily identifiable.205

Numerous fault-bounded blocks can be identified on the seismic reflection profiles.206

The clearest examples occur at a range of 340–360 km from the ridge axis on JC50-2,207

and at 300–400 km on JC50-1 (Figures 6g and 7g, respectively). Three characteristics208

enable fault-bounded blocks to be distinguished from VSRs. First, fault blocks are typi-209

cally 1–5 km in width and are bounded by steeply dipping faults with throws of 100–300210

m. In contrast, VSRs are typically 15–70 km wide with amplitudes of 1 km (e.g. Figure211

6h). Normal faults often dissect but do not define VSRs. In other words, these faults have212

throws of several hundred of meters that are minor compared with the scale of a given213

VSR. Secondly, stratigraphic growth within fault-bounded blocks is commonly observed214

(e.g. at a range of 380 km on Figure 7f). Such growth is generally less evident on the215

flanks of VSRs. Thirdly, fault-bounded blocks are often asymmetric, dipping away from216

the mid-oceanic ridge. In contrast, many VSRs are broadly symmetric features that are217

superimposed upon a smooth age-depth trend.218

2.2.2 Plate Spreading Mode219

At slow spreading ridges, plate separation is accommodated through a combination220

of magmatic accretion and normal faulting. Magmatism is typically focused within a 5–10221

km neovolcanic zone at the ridge axis with active normal faulting localized on either side222

of the neovolcanic zone [e.g. Macdonald et al., 1988; Behn and Ito, 2008]. Here, we have223

investigated the contribution that normal faulting makes by measuring the cumulative hor-224

izontal displacement at the sediment-basement interface along profiles JC50-1 and JC50-2225

(Figure 8).226

The depth-converted sediment-basement interface was mapped across hanging wall227

and footwall blocks and used to calculate the length of each fault-bounded block in the228

flowline direction. The amount of horizontal extension (i.e. heave) accommodated by an229

individual fault-bounded block was estimated by dividing the present-day distance between230

adjacent block crests by the original block width which allows for rigid block rotation. In231

this way, the cumulative heave across many fault-bounded blocks can be measured as a232

function of distance from ridge axis (Figure 8b).233
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Cumulative heave can be used to gauge how the amount of accommodation by brit-234

tle faulting varies through space and time. Along JC50-2, cumulative heave steadily in-235

creases as a function of distance to yield total horizontal extensions of 30 km and 40 km236

at the respective eastern and western ends of this profile. Along JC50-1, larger values of237

50 and 55 km were obtained. The changing rate of brittle (i.e. tectonic) accommodation238

is estimated from the gradient of the cumulative heave. Along JC50-2, the average rate is239

∼ 0.05 (Figure 8b). In contrast, JC50-1 shows two distinct regimes with different amounts240

of brittle accommodation. Within 150 km either side of the mid-oceanic ridge, the average241

rate is similar to that along JC50-2. At ranges of 150–400 km, this rate increases by a fac-242

tor of three. At ranges of greater than 400 km, the rate drops back to values comparable243

to those along JC50-2.244

We can use these estimates of the rate of brittle accommodation to infer the rate of245

magmatic accretion, M , which is defined as the difference between the total spreading rate246

and the rate of brittle accommodation [Buck et al., 2005; Behn and Ito, 2008]. We calcu-247

lated time-averaged estimates of M as a function of distance along each flowline within a248

running 50 km wide window that is equivalent to a time interval of 4 Ma for a spreading249

rate of 1.25 cm yr−1 (Figure 8b). This time interval was chosen to minimize the effects of250

local variations in crustal accretion. Along JC50-2, M varies between 0.9 and ∼ 1 within251

300 km either side of the ridge axis. These values indicate that magmatic accretion ac-252

counts for the bulk of plate spreading during Neogene times. An interval of reduced M253

occurs at a range of 375 km on the western flank of JC50-2. It is not apparent on the254

eastern flank, which means that it is difficult to explain in terms of a plate reorganiza-255

tion event. A second interval of reduced M occurs at a range of 475 km on both flanks,256

which corresponds to a significant change in plate spreading azimuth that took place af-257

ter chron 20 at 43 Ma [Smallwood and White, 2002]. This re-organization appears to have258

coincided with a reduction in the proportion of spreading accommodated by magmatic ac-259

cretion. Along JC50-2, M is >0.9 within 175 km either side of the ridge axis. M reduces260

to ∼ 0.85 at ranges of 175–400 km.261

These changes in the proportion of brittle and magmatic accommodation correlate262

with lobate zones of rugose oceanic crust characterized by fracture zones. These sym-263

metric zones are thought to have formed during a period when the planform of the plume264

was dramatically reduced [White, 1997; Jones et al., 2002a; Parnell-Turner et al., 2014].265

At ranges of >400 km on JC50-1, magmatic accretion is inferred to have been dominant266
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since M > 0.9. This dominance correlates with morphologically smooth oceanic crust de-267

void of fracturing that may have been generated when the planform of the plume extended268

much further south [White, 1997]. The relatively constant value of M along JC50-1 im-269

plies that the plate reorganization event at 43 Ma had less influence at distances closer to270

the center of the plume on Iceland, since crustal accretion was probably dominated by the271

presence of the plume head beneath the ridge axis.272

Unsurprisingly, V-shaped ridge activity appears to correlate with the long wave-273

length lobate pattern and with the cumulative rate of magmatic accretion (Figure 8f).274

This observation is consistent with the results of Parnell-Turner et al. [2013] from the275

Reykjanes Ridge, where there is a positive correlation between growth of the youngest276

V-shaped ridge, magmatic accretion, and absence of brittle normal faulting.277

2.3 Crustal Thickness & Temperature Estimates278

It is generally recognized that oceanic crust is generated by decompression melting279

of dry mantle peridotite at the ridge axis [e.g. McKenzie and Bickle, 1988; White et al.,280

1992]. An important corollary is that measurements of oceanic crustal thickness can be281

used as a proxy for asthenospheric temperature in the geologic record. In the North At-282

lantic Ocean, there are relatively few modern estimates of crustal thickness. Since the283

seismic reflection profiles presented here were not designed to image the base of the crust,284

we use residual depth measurements of the sediment-basement interface to gauge crustal285

thickness variation along each flowline. Residual depth, dr , is the difference between the286

present-day water-loaded depth to basement, which is calculated by correcting for sedi-287

mentary loading, and the depth predicted by assuming an age-depth relationship [Parsons288

and Sclater, 1977]. At short wavelengths, residual depth anomalies can be accounted for289

by local changes in oceanic crustal thickness. In the vicinity of the plume, the reference290

crustal thickness is tc = 8.4 km [Smallwood and White, 1998]. Therefore positive and291

negative residual depth anomalies (and their associated free-air gravity anomalies) are in-292

dicative of crust that is respectively thicker and thinner than this reference value (Figure 9;293

Appendix A). Within 400 km of the Reykjanes Ridge, crustal thickness varies by ±1.5 km294

between V-shaped ridges and troughs. This variation is consistent with two estimates of295

crustal thickness made from the seismic wide-angle experiments of Smallwood and White296

[1998].297
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If crust is generated at the mid-ocean ridge by isentropic decompression of anhy-298

drous mantle, the asthenospheric potential temperature, Tp , can be estimated from residual299

depth measurements using an approximate form of the melting model originally described300

by White et al. [1995] where301

Tp ≈ 16
[
tc +

(
ρa − ρw
ρa − ρc

)
dr

]
+ 1200. (1)302

In this equation, ρa = 3.2 Mg m−3 is density of asthenospheric mantle, ρc = 2.8 Mg m−3
303

is density of oceanic crust, and ρw = 1.0 Mg m−3 is the density of sea water.304

Estimates of Tp are combined with satellite gravity observations and projected into305

age-distance space (Figure 10). There is broad agreement between the inferred varia-306

tion of Tp along each flowline and the pattern of positive and negative gravity anoma-307

lies for oceanic crust that is <20 Ma and >40 Ma. At the Reykjanes Ridge axis itself,308

the youngest V-shaped ridge, VSR 1, is starting to unzip from the north. It is generated309

by an asthenospheric temperature anomaly of ∼25◦ C that is consistent with a single mod-310

ern crustal thickness measurement of 10.4 ± 0.5 km [Smallwood and White, 1998]. The311

presence of a thermal anomaly of this magnitude is consistent with the sub-plate tempera-312

ture calculated by inverting geochemical analyses of dredged basalts along the Reykjanes313

Ridge, with a marked gap in earthquake seismicity where VSR 1 intersects the ridge, and314

with the changing spatial density of normal faulting and volcanic seamounts [Poore et al.,315

2011; Parnell-Turner et al., 2013]. Rheological modeling suggests that these disparate ob-316

servations can be quantitatively linked by a thermally triggered decrease in the thickness317

of the brittle seismogenic layer.318

VSR 1 is flanked on either side by a well-defined pair of troughs where the pro-319

jected crustal thickness is 8.6 ± 0.5 km. VSR 2 is a compound ridge that can be divided320

into at least two discontinuous strands which do not exhibit symmetry on either side of the321

mid-oceanic ridge. It is in turn flanked by a symmetric pair of troughs which in turn are322

flanked by two sets of less well defined V-shaped ridges, VSR 3 and VSR 4. VSR 2a and323

2b represent Tp anomalies of ∼25 ◦C while collective VSRs 3 and 4 are probably gener-324

ated by smaller thermal anomalies of ∼10–15 ◦C. The oldest V-shaped ridges that con-325

stitute part of VSRs 4 are particularly prominent on the eastern side of JC50-2 at ranges326

of 300–450 km. These ridges mark the start of thermal perturbations associated with the327

modern (i.e. Neogene) plume.328
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On Figure 10, two prominent and approximately symmetric lobes of fractured crust329

with discontinuous magnetic anomalies are visible south of Iceland. A single vintage330

crustal thickness measurement of 6.1 km suggests that these lobes represent a period of331

time between approximately 40 and 20 Ma when the plume was cooler and therefore re-332

duced in size [Whitmarsh, 1971]. This observation suggests that the rough-smooth bound-333

ary is a useful proxy for the lateral extent of the plume as a function of time. On oceanic334

floor that is older than ∼40 Ma, basement appears to be smooth and free of fracture zones.335

This morphology is similar to that of the youngest seafloor adjacent to ridge axis where336

prominent V-shaped ridges and troughs occur (Figure 10). It probably represents a pe-337

riod of time when the planform of the plume extended out to radial distances of more338

than 1000 km [White, 1997; Jones, 2003]. As it happens, JC50-1 and JC50-2 straddle339

the northern limit of these lobes of fractured crust. On JC50-1, there is clear evidence340

for well-defined fault-bounded blocks at a range of 300–400 km. These blocks just fall in-341

side the lobate regions. On JC50-2, a series of well-defined V-shaped ridges appear to be342

visible at a similar range.343

Weak north-south linear gravity anomalies can be traced on oceanic crust as old as344

50 Ma along both margins over radial distances of hundreds of kilometers (Figure 10a).345

We acknowledge that these anomalies are at least partly generated by bathymetric varia-346

tions associated with contourite drift deposits (e.g. Maury Drift at a range of ∼1200 km).347

Nevertheless, we provisionally identify three of these features as V-shaped ridges (VSRs348

5–7). Significantly, VSR 6 coincides with a change in oceanic crustal thickness identi-349

fied by a wide-angle seismic refraction experiment, which is consistent with an astheno-350

spheric temperature anomaly of ∼15◦C [Figure 10; Parkin and White, 2008]. Residual351

depth anomalies associated with VSRs 5–7 have a similar size and coincide with weak lin-352

ear gravity anomalies. We suggest that these anomalies represent temperature fluctuations353

within the head of a rapidly shrinking and cooling plume.354

Finally, we emphasize the importance of restricting residual depth analysis to regions355

unaffected by fracture zones, which are delineated using magnetic anomalies. Seafloor356

transected by fracture zones is characterized by discontinuous and offset magnetic anoma-357

lies (Figure 2b). We identify this fractured region using magnetic anomaly picks from358

Jones et al. [2002a] which are then projected into age-distance space (Figure 10a). South359

of this region, the relationship between Tp from residual depth profiles and gravity anoma-360

lies is not straightforward, and the absence of clearly defined V-shaped ridges suggests361
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that plume-driven thermal perturbations may not have flowed beneath the lithospheric362

plates during this time interval.363

3 North Atlantic Igneous Province364

This contribution is principally focussed on the structure and composition of oceanic365

crust formed at a mid-oceanic ridge that bisects the Iceland plume. Here, we broaden the366

scope of this analysis by considering Cenozoic igneous activity throughout the North At-367

lantic region [e.g. Geikie, 1889; White and McKenzie, 1989; Saunders et al., 1997]. Early368

Cenozoic continental break-up coincided with extensive magmatism that led to formation369

of the North Atlantic Igneous Province (NAIP). The first phase of volcanism commenced370

at 61–62 Ma and reached from Baffin Island and west Greenland in the northwest to the371

British Isles in the southeast [Saunders et al., 1997]. A second phase commenced at 56372

Ma and included ubiquitous seaward-dipping reflections along adjacent continental mar-373

gins, the Main Series of basalts in eastern Greenland, as well as magmatic activity along374

the Greenland-Scotland Ridge and on Iceland [Saunders et al., 1997]. These coeval and375

widespread phases of volcanism are widely considered to be associated with the evolu-376

tion of the Iceland plume. However it is less clear if subsequent igneous activity can also377

be attributed to plume activity [White and McKenzie, 1989; Larsen et al., 1992; Saunders378

et al., 1997; Tegner et al., 1998; Storey et al., 1998; Breivik et al., 2006; Storey et al., 2007;379

Wilkinson et al., 2016]. Here, we examine the extent to which this later activity coincides380

with the V-shaped ridge chronology.381

3.1 Post Break-up Basaltic Magmatism382

Wilkinson et al. [2016] compiled a database that summarizes the chronology of ig-383

neous rocks from the NAIP. In order to identify potential plume-related volcanism, we se-384

lect a subset of extrusive high MgO samples from this database, ignoring intrusive litholo-385

gies which probably underwent fractional crystallization (i.e. granites, syenites, gabbros).386

Locations of rocks from this subset are shown according to their present-day distance from387

the putative center of the plume (Figure 11a). They are divided into four sub-provinces388

(i.e. West Greenland, East Greenland, British Isles, Norwegian margin), and a cumulative389

frequency diagram is used to identify periods of increased volcanic activity (Figure 11b).390

This comprehensive database is a useful representation of known samples but we acknowl-391
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edge that inherent non-systematic sample distribution may result in temporal and spatial392

biases that cannot easily be addressed.393

There are four distinct phases of increased volcanism approximately centered on 62,394

59, 54 and 48 (±0.5) Ma that straddle the onset of seafloor spreading at ∼54 Ma. The395

timing of each phase is obtained from changes in slope on Figure 11b. The burst of ac-396

tivity at 54 Ma itself is coeval with the formation of VSR 7 and with regional uplift and397

erosion of Paleocene marine deposits on the southeastern edge of the Faroe-Shetland basin398

[Figure 11b; Shaw Champion et al., 2008; Hartley et al., 2011]. These phases of activity399

occur every 3–4 Ma, which appears to broadly reflect the time-dependent plume behavior400

determined from a V-shaped ridge chronology. It is consistent with the most significant401

episodes of clastic deep-water fan deposition on either side of the British Isles [White and402

Lovell, 1997]. Younger phases of volcanism occurred at ∼30–36 Ma in East Greenland,403

∼39 Ma and ∼28 Ma in West Greenland, and ∼44 Ma in the British Isles (Figure 11b).404

Along the Norwegian margin, volcanism occurred at ∼42 Ma, ∼28 Ma and 10 Ma.405

A series of plate reconstructions help to gauge the spatial and temporal distribution406

of magmatism during different periods (Figure 12). Reconstructions for 80–60 and 60–407

55 Ma reveal how syn-rift magmatism is regionally distributed, reflecting the substantial408

planform of the plume during Paleogene times (Figure 12).409

The 55-40 Ma period marks onset of seafloor spreading in the North Atlantic ocean,410

coinciding with the appearance of weakly defined V-shaped ridges that reflect small tem-411

perature fluctuations within the head of a rapidly shrinking plume (Figure 12c). During412

this period, minor igneous activity occurred in west Greenland: a basaltic dyke was in-413

truded on Disko Island at 53.6 Ma, a dyke was intruded on the Nuussuaq peninsula at414

48 Ma, and a lamprophyre dyke was intruded in Godthåbsfjord at 51.8 Ma [Storey et al.,415

1998; Larsen et al., 2009, 2016]. These intrusions are coeval with more abundant volcan-416

ism in east Greenland [e.g. Larsen et al., 2013; Nevle et al., 1994; Tegner et al., 2008]. On417

the conjugate margin, basaltic volcanism occurred on the Anton Dohrn seamount at 41.3418

Ma, a basaltic dyke was intruded on Lewis north of Scotland at 45.2 Ma, and the top of419

the Antrim Lava Group erupted at 49.9 Ma [O’Connor et al., 2000; Ganerød et al., 2010;420

Faithfull et al., 2012].421

A significant hiatus in volcanic activity is evident between 40 and 30 Ma which422

coincides with wholesale shrinking of the plume. The youngest volcanism of the North423
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Atlantic region is largely distributed in quadrants northeast of Iceland (e.g. east Green-424

land, Jan Mayen, Norwegian Sea; Figure 12d). In east Greenland, lavas of the Vindtop425

Formation are extruded at 13.6 Ma and an alkaline sill is intruded on Hvalrosø at 20.3 Ma426

[Storey et al., 2004; Larsen et al., 2014]. In west Greenland, a basaltic dyke on Ubekendt427

Ejland at 34.1 Ma and a tuff on Hareøen at 28.3 Ma represent the final stages of volcan-428

ism [Storey et al., 1998; Larsen et al., 2016].429

Youthful volcanism across Greenland cannot easily be ascribed to break-up of the430

Labrador Sea, where the youngest identifiable magnetic anomaly is chron 21 (46 Ma), af-431

ter which any spreading is amagmatic [Roest and Srivastava, 1989]. Instead, it is more432

likely that late stage magmatism is caused by transient activity of the plume. A combi-433

nation of residual depth measurements, long wavelength free-air gravity anomalies, and434

full-waveform seismic tomographic inverse modeling suggest that the present-day plan-435

form of the plume is highly irregular [Figure 1; Davis et al., 2012; Rickers et al., 2013].436

A series of finger-like protrusions reach beneath Greenland, beneath the northwest Euro-437

pean shelf, and beneath different portions of the adjacent oceanic basins. Schoonman et al.438

[2017] suggest that these semi-regular horizontal protrusions of asthenosphere are a large-439

scale manifestation of the classic Saffman-Taylor fluid dynamical instability whereby a less440

viscous fluid is injected into a more viscous surrounding. The resultant radial and misci-441

ble viscous fingers are probably hot and may have given rise to sporadic igneous activity.442

4 Discussion443

In the light of the regional seismic reflection profiles presented here, we wish to444

evaluate three competing hypotheses that have been proposed to account for V-shaped445

ridge activity in the North Atlantic Ocean. First, Briais and Rabinowicz [2002] followed446

by Hey et al. [2010], Benediktsdóttir et al. [2012] and Hey et al. [2016] propose that V-447

shaped ridges are essentially pseudofaults that are generated by rift propagation. In this448

hypothesis, VSRs are generated by local tectonic reorganization, and have negligible ther-449

mal significance. Secondly, Martinez and Hey [2017] proposed that V-shaped ridges are450

generated by shallow buoyant instabilities that initiate beneath Iceland and propagate along451

the linear sub-axial melting zone beneath the Reykjanes Ridge. In this scheme, it is en-452

visaged that patches of damp melting propagate down the axis, although rapid horizontal453

flow is specifically not implied. Martinez and Hey [2017]’s qualitative proposal is simi-454

lar in many respects to a previously published model [Murton et al., 2002]. Thirdly, Vogt455
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[1971], Ito [2001], Jones et al. [2002a] and numerous subsequent contributions argue that456

diachronous V-shaped ridges are generated when thermal anomalies are advected away457

from the center of the plume. Figure 3 illustrates each of these competing hypotheses.458

4.1 Propagating Rifts459

Hey et al. [2010] and Benediktsdóttir et al. [2012] report compelling evidence for460

asymmetric accretion along the Reykjanes Ridge. They suggest that this asymmetry is461

produced by a series of propagating rifts. In their model, bathymetric depressions asso-462

ciated with negative gravity anomalies, which we refer to as V-shaped troughs, are inter-463

preted as pseudofault scarps that converge into southward propagating rift tips at the ridge464

axis.465

The model relies upon the existence of small-offset transform faults that are not eas-466

ily identifiable along the Reykjanes Ridge (Figure 3a). These transform faults are progres-467

sively eliminated by propagating rifts which gives rise to a region of smoother morphol-468

ogy unaffected by present-day fracture zones. In this way, regions where VSRs now exist469

are hypothesized to have been originally transected by fracture zones. This interpretation470

is in obvious contrast with thermal models which postulate that the difference between471

smooth and fractured oceanic seafloor is a direct consequence of the presence or absence472

of hot plume head material beneath the ridge axis at the time of crustal formation [White,473

1997; Jones and White, 2003]. These models suggest that during episodes of increased474

plume activity, the planform of the plume expands and the horizontal advection of minor475

thermal instabilities produces VSRs on both flanks of the ridge axis at distances of up to476

1000 km from the center of the plume on Iceland. During episodes of reduced plume ac-477

tivity, this planform shrinks, cooler crust with fracture zones is generated, and V-shaped478

ridges are absent. Crucially, the difference between the fabric of smooth and fractured479

seafloor reflects the primary mechanism of accretion as opposed to subsequent modifica-480

tion by propagating rifts.481

4.1.1 Off-Axis Volcanism, Oceanic Gateways and Transient Epeirogeny482

We suggest that the propagating rift hypothesis is exclusively an on-axis process483

with few off-axis consequences. Nevertheless, there is evidence for off-axis volcanism in484

the vicinity of the plume and for regional epeirogeny that affected Greenland-Scotland485
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Ridge. These disparate observations have significant implications for any hypothesis of486

V-shaped ridge generation.487

Walters et al. [2013] present geochemical analyses from the abandoned Húnafloí rift488

zone near Skagi in northern Iceland. Here, spreading ceased at 7–4 Ma but field obser-489

vations show that renewed melting occurred at this abandoned rift zone between ∼3 Ma490

and 1 Ma. Up to 400 m thickness of tholeiitic basalts accumulated before the rift zone491

once more became extinct. A thermal and mechanical melting model suggests that the492

timing, composition and volume of renewed melting can be accounted for by a pulse of493

anomalously hot asthenosphere that advected horizontally within the plume head. This494

pulse travelled beneath the Húnafloí rift zone at ∼3 Ma [Walters et al., 2013].495

There is evidence for renewed off-axis melting throughout the wider North Atlantic496

Igneous Province [Wilkinson et al., 2016]. Saunders et al. [1997] and Storey et al. [2007]497

demonstrate that the bulk of volcanism occurred at 62 Ma and at 56 Ma (Figure 11b).498

Episodic volcanism occurred on east Greenland between 40 and 15 Ma, on west Green-499

land between 35 and 25 Ma, and on the northwest European Shelf between 45 and 40500

Ma. Plate reconstructions show that these patches of volcanism are spread over thousands501

of kilometers, albeit in regions where earlier volcanism is unequivocally attributed to the502

growing plume head [Jones and White, 2003; Storey et al., 2007]. This pattern of sporadic503

off-axis volcanism is difficult to explain by a propagating rift hypothesis that is restricted504

to the spreading axis unless the presence of a convective plume is also invoked.505

Since the insight of Vogt [1972], there has been a growing body of indirect evidence506

for Neogene changes in the bathymetric height of the Greenland-Scotland ridge, which507

constitutes a significant oceanic gateway [Wright and Miller, 1996; Poore et al., 2006,508

2011; Robinson et al., 2011; Parnell-Turner et al., 2015]. For example, a global inven-509

tory of δ13C measurements from benthic foraminifera combined with the accumulation510

rate of fine-grained contourite drifts suggest that the amount of deep-water overflow at the511

Greenland-Scotland ridge varied over the last 7 Ma [Poore et al., 2006; Parnell-Turner512

et al., 2015]. This variation correlates with an entirely independent estimate of chang-513

ing regional dynamic support based upon V-shaped ridge analysis [Poore et al., 2011;514

Parnell-Turner et al., 2015]. Vertical motions of the Greenland-Scotland ridge are unlikely515

to have been directly controlled by ridge axial processes per se since the elastic thickness516

of oceanic lithosphere is ≤ 30 km [McKenzie and Bowin, 1976; Watts, 2001]. Thus flexu-517
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ral loading associated with rift propagation along the orthogonal Reykjanes Ridge is very518

unlikely to influence the Greenland-Scotland ridge, which is ∼600 km away.519

There is also evidence for transient epeirogeny at distances of up to 1000 km from520

the center of the plume during Paleogene times. Along the fringing margins of the North521

Atlantic Ocean, a series of erosional surfaces were carved into post-rift marine strata. In522

the Faroe-Shetland and North Sea basins, these buried ephemeral landscapes have been523

mapped on three-dimensional seismic reflection surveys [Smallwood and White, 2002;524

Shaw Champion et al., 2008; Rudge et al., 2008; Hartley et al., 2011; Stucky de Quay et al.,525

2017]. Sub-aerial exposure generally lasted less than 0.5 Ma, and landscape unconformi-526

ties are both underlain and buried by marine sedimentary rocks. Reconstructions of the527

vertical movements show that up to 1 km of transient uplift grew and decayed within sev-528

eral million years [Hartley et al., 2011].529

These rapid, paired, uplift-subsidence events cannot easily be accounted for either by530

sea-level fluctuations or by magmatic underplating. Instead, Rudge et al. [2008] suggested531

that they more plausibly explained by horizontal advective of thermal anomalies beneath532

the continental lithosphere. In their kinematic model, radial Poiseuille flow away from the533

center of the plume is assumed to occur within an asthenospheric channel that is 150 ± 50534

km thick. A thermal anomaly of 50–100◦ C with a flow velocity of up to 40 cm yr−1 is535

required to account for the amplitude and duration of transient uplift events mapped in536

the Faroe-Shetland and North Sea basins. The propagating rift hypothesis cannot account537

for these Paleogene transient epeirogenic events which occurred at a distance of ∼500 km538

from the putative mid-oceanic ridge system at this time.539

4.1.2 Melt Generation and Crustal Thickness at Ridge Axis540

Geochemical analysis and modeling of basaltic rocks dredged from the Reykjanes541

Ridge provides a useful way to test the propagating rift hypothesis. At young propagat-542

ing rifts, melting is expected to be deeper and of smaller volume than at established rifts543

since the younger rift propagates into cooler, thicker lithosphere. Juxtaposition of a young544

spreading center with cold lithosphere will also cause rapid cooling and tend to produce545

high degrees of fractionation [e.g. Clague et al., 1981; Hey et al., 1980; Sinton et al., 1983].546

Consequently, melt generated at the tips of propagating rifts and fracture zones is expected547

to have distinct major and trace element compositions with anomalously high values of548
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FeO∗/MgO, where FeO∗ refers to total Fe content, and of TiO2 [e.g. Langmuir and Ben-549

der, 1984; Sinton et al., 1983].550

At the Galapagos spreading center near 95◦W where rift propagation plays a sig-551

nificant role, FeO∗/MgO values of 2–5 and TiO2 values of 2.93 wt % are reported for552

dredged tholeiitic basalts that are <50 km behind the propagating rift tip [Christie and553

Sinton, 1981; Sinton et al., 1983; Christie and Sinton, 1986]. FeO∗/MgO ratios have sig-554

nificantly lower values of ∼1 along segments of the mid-oceanic ridge away from these555

propagating rift tips. Thus the propagating rift hypothesis predicts distinctive major and556

trace element enrichment in the vicinity of propagating rift tips that correspond to inter-557

sections between newly formed pseudofaults and the ridge axis itself (i.e. where a new558

V-shaped trough with thinner crust is being formed). On Iceland, an example of this pro-559

cess is observed at the southern tip of the southward propagating Eastern Volcanic Zone.560

Here, alkali basalt magmas are generated at Vestmannaeyjar by low degrees of melting561

that occur beneath thick lithosphere and that are accompanied by enriched trace element562

compositions [Meyer et al., 1985; Furman et al., 1991; Walters et al., 2013].563

Along the Reykjanes Ridge itself, observed offsets of transform faulting are small564

[2–7 km; Benediktsdóttir et al., 2012]. Nonetheless, compositional variations are expected565

to occur. A combination of geochemical observations of dredged basalts and crustal thick-566

ness measurements partly agree with this expectation, since enriched trace element com-567

positions coincide with thinner crust at V-shaped troughs [Murton et al., 2002; Poore et al.,568

2011; Jones et al., 2014]. Along the Reykjanes Ridge, the anticipated variation in major569

element concentrations (e.g. FeO∗/MgO, TiO2) is absent, despite the significance of these570

variations at propagating rift tips elsewhere. For example, average FeO∗/MgO values at571

58.5◦ N and 60.3◦ N, where the youngest prominent V-shaped trough and ridge intersect572

the ridge axis, are 1.32±0.07 and 1.40±0.08, respectively [Murton et al., 2002]. Similarly,573

TiO2 concentrations have nearly constant values of 1 wt % between 57.5◦ N and 61.0◦ N574

where V-shaped ridges and troughs are clearly expressed. It is reasonable to conclude that575

although small-scale propagators along the Reykjanes Ridge may exist, the absence of the576

expected major element compositional differences casts doubt upon the applicability of the577

propagating rift hypothesis as a means for explaining the formation of V-shaped ridges and578

troughs.579
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An important test for any hypothesis is the requirement to explain why crustal thick-580

ness varies by ±2 km between V-shaped ridges and troughs [White et al., 1995]. At the581

tip of VSR 1, which is located ∼400 km away from the center of the plume, the average582

zero-age crustal thickness is 10.0± 0.5 km [Figure 5; Smallwood and White, 1998]. Fur-583

ther south, where the next V-shaped trough intersects the Reykjanes Ridge, the projected584

average crustal thickness is 7.8 ± 0.5 km, which produces a linear bathymetric depression585

and a negative free-air gravity anomaly (Figure 5).586

Propagating rift models do not explicitly incorporate or predict crustal thickness587

variations. In applying this model to the Reykjanes Ridge, Hey et al. [2010] draw upon588

a comparison with crustal thickness measurements at a propagating rift on the Juan Fer-589

nandez microplate in the Pacific Ocean. Here, a series of profiles across the propagating590

rift show positive Bouguer gravity anomalies of 5–15 mGal [Kruse et al., 2000]. These591

small positive values could be attributed either to thin or to unusually dense crust, as a592

consequence of the trade-off between thickness and density. If these gravity anomalies593

are caused by crustal thickness variations alone, they correspond to a reduction in crustal594

thickness of 0.3–1 km at the pseudofault itself. Alternatively, these anomalies can be ac-595

counted for by an average crustal density excess across the pseudofault of several percent596

[Kruse et al., 2000]. Either way, it is difficult to see how rift propagation alone can pro-597

duce a crustal thickness difference of over 2 km between the youngest V-shaped ridge and598

trough pair at the Reykjanes Ridge.599

Finally, rift propagation cannot account for a zero-age crustal thickness of 10 km.600

For a half-spreading rate of 1 cm/yr in the absence of elevated asthenospheric temperature,601

oceanic crust is expected to have a thickness that is similar to the global mean of 7.1 ± 0.8602

km [White et al., 1992]. The existence of anomalously thickened crust beneath the Reyk-603

janes Ridge is generally attributed to the presence of a large-scale asthenospheric thermal604

anomaly associated with the plume [Vogt, 1971; Smallwood and White, 1998; Jones et al.,605

2002a; Poore et al., 2011]. We acknowledge that anomalously thick crust can also be gen-606

erated by compositional variations within the mantle source which can enhance melting607

[Foulger and Anderson, 2005]. However, the observed combination of crustal thickness608

and trace element variation can only be adequately matched by invoking asthenospheric609

temperature changes beneath the ridge axis [Poore et al., 2011; Jones et al., 2014]. In this610

regard, a purely propagating rift hypothesis is a less convincing explanation.611
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4.1.3 Seafloor Spreading Asymmetry612

The propagating rift hypothesis requires that seafloor is accreted asymmetrically ei-613

ther side of the Reykjanes Ridge [Hey et al., 2010]. Here, we assess the extent of crustal614

asymmetry between the ridge and a distance of ±250 km (i.e. polarity chron 6n at 20.1615

Ma) using a set of nine flowline-parallel magnetic anomaly profiles that are spaced ev-616

ery ∼50 km (Figure 13a). Where available, we exploit shipboard magnetic data from617

RV Knorr cruise 189-04 and from USNS Bartlett cruise 75G [Hey et al., 2010; Nunns618

et al., 1983]. Significant gaps are filled using the aeromagnetic compilation of Maus et al.619

[2009].620

Preliminary examination of magnetic anomalies shown in Figure 13a indicates that621

the principal isochrons (i.e. 5n.2no, 5Bro, 6no) are broadly symmetrical about the cen-622

tral magnetic anomaly high (CAMH). Figure 14 presents flowline profiles and respective623

magnetic picks plotted as a function of distance away from the ridge axis. This axis is de-624

fined as the center of the CAMH. Following Benediktsdóttir et al. [2012], picks are made625

at the edges of selected polarity chrons based upon the locus of steepest gradient. Ages626

are assigned using the timescale of Cande and Kent [1995]. Mean half-spreading rates be-627

tween chron 6n and the present day are calculated by independently applying a linear fit628

to picks east and west of the axis (Figure 14a). Mean half-spreading rates on the west-629

ern (i.e. North American) flank are 11.1 ± 0.1 km Ma−1, and do not vary significantly630

from north to south. In contrast, spreading rates on the eastern (i.e. Eurasian) flank show631

some degree of variability. For example, along the northernmost profile, KN-18, the half-632

spreading rate is 1.1 km Ma−1 slower in the east than in the west (Figure 14b). This dif-633

ference clearly decreases southward so that it is only 0.6 km Ma−1 along the southernmost634

profile, FL-59.4.635

The amount of asymmetry within four time intervals defined by polarity chron picks636

is shown in Figure 14b. Spreading asymmetry can be expressed as a percentage by mea-637

suring the distance between successive magnetic anomalies to the east and to the west638

of the spreading axis. These distances are normalized using the cumulative amount of639

seafloor generated during that time interval. We start by examining the interval between640

the present day and chron 3ro (i.e. 0–6.0 Ma; Figure 14b). An additional 5% of crust has641

been accreted on the eastern side of the axis north of 62.3◦N (compare profiles KN-18,642

KN-20 and KN-22). This result is consistent with that of Benediktsdóttir et al. [2012] and643
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implies that a modest amount of asymmetric accretion occurred in the region closest to644

Iceland. South of 62.3◦N, the amount of asymmetry during the same interval is negligible.645

The observed asymmetry for intervals of up to 20 Ma reveal a similar pattern. The646

degree of asymmetry north of 62.3◦N is up to 10% on either side of the axis. South of647

62.3◦N, crustal accretion is symmetric within error. If propagating rifts are responsible for648

generating V-shaped ridges, we would expect to see asymmetric crustal accretion along649

the entire ridge axis. Instead, a detectable southward decrease in the amount of asymme-650

try strongly implies that this process is restricted to a region north of ∼62◦N adjacent to651

Iceland.652

It is instructive to compare the pattern of asymmetry determined from magnetic653

chrons with that of actual V-shaped ridges visible on seismic profiles JC50-1 and 2 (Fig-654

ure 15). VSR asymmetry is gauged by first identifying conjugate VSR pairs and then655

measuring their distance from the ridge axis. VSR loci are picked using a combination656

of residual depth measurements and satellite gravity anomalies. Note that conjugate VSR657

pairs cannot be reliably identified within the fractured lobes on JC50-1. At distances of658

less than 250 km from the axis, the amounts of asymmetry determined from magnetic659

chron picks and VSR morphology are in good agreement. A pattern of increasing asym-660

metry with distance (i.e. age) from axis is consistent with the well-documented history of661

ridge jumps on Iceland itself and with the overall history of seafloor spreading within the662

North Atlantic Ocean (Figure 15a). The most easily recognized ridge jumps on Iceland are663

those which shift rift axes eastward in order to maintain their positions on top of the cen-664

ter of the plume conduit as the plume itself drifts eastward [Smallwood and White, 2002].665

The most recent jump occurred between 7–3 Ma when rifting shifted from Snaefellsnes-666

Húnaflöi to the Northern Volcanic Zone. A second eastward jump from the Vestfirdir667

paleo-rift to the Snaefellsnes paleo-rift occurred at ∼16 Ma [Saemundsson, 1974; Hardar-668

son and Fitton, 1997]. Both of these events coincide with times when additional crust was669

accreted along the western side of the Reykjanes Ridge (Figure 15). The opposite trend670

is seen at ∼40 Ma, when Smallwood et al. [1999] argued that two westward ridge jumps671

from the Faroe-Iceland Ridge occurred. This episode coincides with a time interval when672

additional crust was being accreted along the eastern side of Reykjanes Ridge and when673

active spreading was taking place at the now-extinct Aegir Ridge [Jung and Vogt, 1997;674

Smallwood and White, 2002]. We suggest that ridge jump activity on Iceland could be re-675
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sponsible for minor, southward declining amounts of asymmetry observed along the Reyk-676

janes Ridge.677

4.2 Buoyant Mantle Upwelling678

Martinez and Hey [2017] propose a different axial process by which shallow buoy-679

ant mantle upwelling instabilities develop along the mid-oceanic ridge and generate the680

observed crustal structure on either side of the Reykjanes Ridge [see also Murton et al.,681

2002]. In this qualitative model, sub-axial cells of buoyant mantle initiate close to Iceland682

and propagate southward, driven by gradients in sub-plate properties (e.g. water content,683

temperature, composition). Although these cells are said to propagate axially, rapid hor-684

izontal flow is not envisaged. Mantle upwelling generates locally increased crustal thick-685

ness and accounts for the development of diachronous V-shaped ridges that flank the lin-686

ear Reykjanes Ridge [Martinez and Hey, 2017]. By changing the pattern of mantle ad-687

vection, removal of segmentation increases melt production and crustal thickness with-688

out requiring variations in mantle temperature. This hypothesis aims to avoid the need for689

three elements of the pulsing plume model: high flow velocities within a horizontal as-690

thenospheric channel; transient thermal anomalies; and a rheological dehydration boundary691

which is inferred to deflect plume material in the vicinity of the conduit [e.g. Vogt, 1971;692

White and Lovell, 1997; Ito, 2001; Jones et al., 2002a; Poore et al., 2009].693

This upwelling mechanism invokes a series of buoyant patches of mantle that ini-694

tiate beneath Iceland where mantle viscosity is lowest and the dry solidus deepest [Mar-695

tinez and Hey, 2017]. These patches are thought to propagate southward beneath the linear696

Reykjanes Ridge. They are confined between the wet and dry solidi which gradually shal-697

low in the direction of propagation [Martinez and Hey, 2017]. The mechanism by which698

this succession of buoyant patches are generated is not described. Although the patches699

must propagate at speeds of ∼40 cm/yr along the spreading axis, Martinez and Hey [2017]700

state that “buoyant flow is primarily vertical: it is only the temporal sequence of this flow701

that propagates horizontally along axis so that rapid horizontal mantle flow is not im-702

plied”. Beneath the ridge itself, buoyantly driven flow at a spreading ridge is expected to703

produce highly depleted melts that are generated by melting of the source region by more704

than 50% [Spiegelman, 1996]. This extreme depletion of highly incompatible elements is705

inconsistent with geochemical analysis of basaltic rocks dredged from the Reykjanes Ridge706

[Murton et al., 2002; Jones et al., 2014].707
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An important shortcoming of buoyant mantle upwelling along the Reykjanes Ridge708

is that, like rift propagation, this hypothesis fails to account for a range of significant ob-709

servations that are generally attributed to the spatial and temporal evolution of the plume.710

The first set of observations is concerned with present-day geophysical and geologic anoma-711

lies centered on Iceland. Residual depth measurements demonstrate that oceanic litho-712

sphere throughout the North Atlantic region is 1–2 km shallow than expected. This anoma-713

lously shallow footprint is consistent with long wavelength free-air gravity anomalies that714

reach from Baffin Bay to western Norway and from Newfoundland to Svalbard. Travel-715

time and full waveform tomographic models of the North Atlantic region indicate that a716

100–200 km thick layer of anomalously slow shear wave velocity lies immediately beneath717

the lithospheric plates [Delorey et al., 2007; Rickers et al., 2013]. Together, these regional718

observations provide compelling evidence for the presence of a substantial convective up-719

welling centered on Iceland.720

A second set of observations is concerned with Neogene and Paleogene volcanism721

and regional epeirogeny. Away from the Reykjanes Ridge with which the buoyant man-722

tle upwelling hypothesis is directly concerned, there is evidence for significant off-axis723

igneous activity, transient dynamic support of oceanic gateways, and regional epeirogeny724

cannot easily be accounted for by an axially restrictive model whereby patches of buoy-725

ant mantle are envisaged as being confined within a narrow corridor that is <100 km wide726

[Scott and Stevenson, 1989; Barnouin-Jha et al., 1997; Bonatti et al., 2003]. Since oceanic727

lithosphere has a small elastic thickness, loading effects generated by cells of buoyant up-728

welling are unlikely to have regional consequences.729

4.3 Radial Advection of Thermal Anomalies730

A thermal pulsing model for the development of V-shaped ridges has become bet-731

ter established since it was originally proposed [Vogt, 1971]. This hypothesis has gained732

acceptance mostly because of its ability to account for a diverse set of Neogene and Paleo-733

gene observations. It is also corroborated by fluid dynamical arguments and by convective734

modeling. In this way, geochemical observations from Iceland and along the Reykjanes735

Ridge, oceanic crustal thickness measurements, the temporal distribution of regional vol-736

canism, transient epeirogeny, ancient oceanic circulation, and deep-water contourite depo-737

sition can be brought together in a single coherent framework.738
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Nevertheless, some puzzling and unsatisfactory aspects of the thermal pulsing model739

have given rise to alternative models. Here, we scrutinize four of these aspects in turn.740

Our primary goal is to show that potentially problematic issues can be incorporated within741

a thermal pulsing framework.742

4.3.1 Rheological Dehydration Boundary743

Ito [2001] presents a numerical convective model that predicts the generation of di-744

achronous V-shaped ridges from the temporal evolution of radial flow within the head of745

a plume by imposing time dependency in the form of flux variation within the conduit. A746

significant feature of this model is the requirement of an increase in viscosity by two or-747

ders of magnitude close to the base of the primary melt production zone. Numerical sim-748

ulations show that in the absence of this restriction an unrealistically large amount of melt749

(i.e. crust) is generated beneath Iceland. the justification is that viscosity is expected to750

increase when hydrous phases are preferentially extracted from the upward flowing man-751

tle during the earliest stages of decompression partial melting [Hirth and Kohlstedt, 1996].752

It is important to emphasize that including this rheological dehydration boundary is not a753

necessary condition for V-shaped ridge formation itself. Instead, it is a possible solution754

for the problem of excessive melting within a plume head that sits beneath a mid-oceanic755

ridge [Ito, 2001].756

The principal objective of the buoyant mantle upwelling hypothesis is to sidestep757

this requirement for a dehydration boundary. Martinez and Hey [2017] argue that the ex-758

istence of this boundary would prevent plume volcanism along the Reykjanes Ridge. In-759

stead, their hypothesis attributes all melting to a plate spreading mechanism. They also in-760

fer that the weakness of invoking a rheological boundary is that negligible melting would761

occur with the head of a mantle plume located in a intra-plate setting (e.g. Hawaii).762

By combining geochemical modeling of basaltic rocks with crustal thickness mea-763

surements on Iceland itself, Maclennan et al. [2001] showed that active upwelling is con-764

fined to depths >100 km and that up to 2% melting is expected to occur within this deeper765

region. Numerical models constrained by geochemical observations suggest that develop-766

ment of the Hawaiian plume is also consistent with small degrees of deep-seated melt-767

ing [e.g. Watson and McKenzie, 1991; Putirka, 1999; Putirka et al., 2007]. Transient con-768
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vective models of the Iceland plume usually include a component of small degree, deep-769

seated melting [e.g. Walters et al., 2013; Jones et al., 2014].770

Melt generation at the Reykjanes Ridge must be able to account for a combina-771

tion of crustal thickness and geochemical measurements. We concur with Martinez and772

Hey [2017] that a low viscosity channel probably exists beneath the mid-oceanic ridge, in773

agreement with seismic tomographic models. We also acknowledge that buoyant anoma-774

lies appear to propagate along the ridge. These observations suggest that melt generation775

cannot be solely attributed to plate spreading. Regardless of whether these propagating776

anomalies are thermal or compositional, the requirement for a rheological dehydration777

boundary beneath the center of the plume is a separate issue.778

4.3.2 Asymmetric Crustal Accretion779

Hey et al. [2010] and Benediktsdóttir et al. [2012] have used detailed bathymetric780

and magnetic surveys south of Iceland to show that crustal accretion is not perfectly sym-781

metric on either side of the Reykjanes Ridge. This significant observation accords with782

evidence for ridge jumps on Iceland itself and with the analysis of crustal accretion along783

the Greenland-Scotland ridge presented by Smallwood and White [1998]. In agreement784

with Benediktsdóttir et al. [2012], we also find crustal asymmetry of ±10% north of 62◦N785

during the last 6 Ma (Figure 14b). This degree of asymmetry is consistent with asym-786

metric crustal accretion and rift propagation on Iceland, which is evidently affecting that787

portion of the Reykjanes Ridge north of ∼61.8◦N.788

Critically, we show that the degree of asymmetry systematically decreases southward789

so that it is negligible in the region where V-shaped ridges are currently forming at 60–790

61◦N (Figure 14b). Here, crustal accretion is broadly symmetrical over the last 20 Ma791

within uncertainty. This observation implies that the effects of rift propagation are either792

absent or secondary in the region where VSR 1 is actively growing.793

Residual depth analysis of regional seismic profiles JC50-1 and JC50-2 demonstrate794

a similar pattern of asymmetric accretion that is consistent with the Neogene chronology795

of ridge jumps on Iceland [Parnell-Turner et al., 2014] and with the cessation of seafloor796

spreading at the now-extinct Aegir Ridge. We conclude that asymmetric crustal accre-797

tion is restricted to within 350 km of the plume and that it is probably controlled by rift798
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relocation events that are triggered by changes within the plume itself rather than by rift799

propagation along the Reykjanes Ridge.800

4.3.3 Mantle Source Heterogeneity801

The thermal pulsing model argues that the fluctuations in melt volume which give802

rise to V-shaped ridges are principally, but not exclusively, caused by thermal anomalies803

within the asthenospheric mantle [Poore et al., 2011]. It has been proposed that changes804

in melt volume, and thus crustal thickness, could be produced by melting of mantle com-805

positional heterogeneities [Murton et al., 2002]. These heterogeneities could be long-lived806

and it has been suggested that they reflect the presence of ancient oceanic crust subducted807

during closure of the Iapetus Ocean [Foulger and Anderson, 2005].808

The key observations that help to resolve this debate comprise geochemical analy-809

ses of basaltic glasses dredged from the Reykjanes Ridge and coincident crustal thickness810

measurements obtained from wide-angle seismic surveys (Figure 13b; Schilling, 1973;811

Murton et al., 2002; Jones et al., 2014; Smallwood and White, 1998. A detailed along-axis812

comparison of bathymetry, gravity anomalies, crustal thickness, and geochemical analyses813

are shown in Figure 16. These combined observations show that VSRs are clearly asso-814

ciated with trace element compositional variations. Significantly, there is no correspond-815

ing variation in Mg number, and so the observed pattern cannot simply be accounted for816

by fractional crystallization [Jones et al., 2014]. Instead, ratios of incompatible trace el-817

ements indicative of increased melt fraction (e.g. Nb/Y) inversely correlate with crustal818

thickness. This inverse relationship is significant because it shows that compositionally819

enriched basalts are associated with thinner crust [Murton et al., 2002; Poore et al., 2011;820

Jones et al., 2014]. An important corollary is that there is a positive correlation between821

average melt fraction and crustal thickness, which suggests that temperature fluctuations822

within the source region moderate crustal thickness. Critically, the opposite correlation is823

expected when composition is the primary control of melt volume.824

Poore et al. [2011] use an inverse modeling approach to show that a 25◦C change825

in asthenospheric potential temperature, Tp , is required to simultaneously match the pat-826

tern of rare earth element distribution and crustal thickness for the youngest pair of V-827

shaped ridges and troughs. This result agrees with that previously obtained by [White828

et al., 1995]. Jones et al. [2014] used a time-dependent melting model to estimate the829
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peak-to-peak variation of a thermal anomaly as it advects through the melting region.830

Their results confirm that average values of Tp calculated using simpler steady state melt-831

ing models are sufficiently accurate. In this way, a combined geochemical and geophysical832

analysis of the active ridge axis broadly supports the thermal pulsing model.833

4.3.4 Channelized Flow834

The thermal pulsing model implies that blobs of anomalously hot mantle material835

ascend the the plume conduit. This transient behavior may reflect interaction between the836

background mantle flow and flow within a deformable conduit or it may be caused by the837

growth of instabilities at the thermal boundary layer [Olson and Christensen, 1986; Schu-838

bert et al., 1989; Ito, 2001]. Alternatively, steady conduit flow could be interrupted by839

episodic rift relocation on Iceland itself [White et al., 1995; Hardarson and Fitton, 1997].840

This role for rift location is quite different from that envisaged by Hey et al. [2010], who841

suggested that rift relocation events propagate along the Reykjanes Ridge to generate V-842

shaped ridges, independent of any plume-related flow. This channelizing concept is partly843

supported by seismic anisotropic measurements that imply for restricted, as opposed to ra-844

dial, flow beneath the spreading axis. It is also possible that flow is moderated by trans-845

form offsets [Albers and Christensen, 2001; Sleep, 2002; Gaherty, 2001; Tilmann and846

Dahm, 2008].847

Whilst channelized flow could be adapted to successfully predict geochemical and848

crustal thickness observations along the Reykjanes Ridge, there is independent evidence849

for radial flow. First, the distribution of residual depth anomalies in the North Atlantic850

Ocean is indicative of a roughly circular plume swell that extends over several thousand851

kilometers (Figure 1a). This distribution is far greater than the putative <100 km wide852

melting region which is thought to sit beneath the spreading ridge. A thin (100–200 km)853

layer of anomalously slow shear wave velocity coincides with the plume swell [Rickers854

et al., 2013]. These geophysical observations are consistent with inverse modeling of trace855

element compositions and crustal thickness observations within central Iceland which indi-856

cate that significant plume-driven flow occurs only at depths >100 km [Maclennan et al.,857

2001]. Finally, distal observations of off-axis volcanism, long period fluctuations of an-858

cient deep-water circulation driven by transient epeirogeny of oceanic gateways, and the859

existence of buried ephemeral landscapes along fringing continental margins are difficult860
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to explain by channelized flow beneath the ridge axis alone [e.g. Wilkinson et al., 2016;861

Poore et al., 2006; Shaw Champion et al., 2008].862

4.4 Implications of Transient Plume Activity863

Our evaluation of different hypotheses that attempt to explain formation of V-shaped864

ridges, suggests that the thermal pulsing model satisfactorily accounts for a range of geo-865

physical, geochemical and geologic observations within the oceanic basins and along the866

fringing continental margins. Here, we discuss the wider implications of this model for867

the geometry for crustal accretion and for the fluid dynamics of convective plumes.868

The notion of transient thermal anomalies is neither new nor unexpected. The Rayleigh869

number of the upper mantle is super-critical by 3 to 5 orders of magnitude, which means870

that it is expected to exhibit time-dependent behavior [Schubert et al., 2001]. This exis-871

tence of time-dependent convective circulation is predicted by theoretical analysis, by872

laboratory experiments, and by numerical simulations. It is generally acknowledged that873

blobs of variable viscosity can be advected around convection cells, which suggests that874

transient activity may be a general phenomenon [e.g. Olson and Christensen, 1986; Schu-875

bert et al., 1989; Ito, 2001; Ribe et al., 2007]. There is little evidence that the sub-axial876

cells of buoyant upwelling, invoked by Martinez and Hey [2017] to explain plume pulsing877

in the absence of thermal anomalies, occur within other plumes. For example, variations878

in melt production along the Hawaii-Emperor Seamount Chain have been interpreted to879

represent pulsing of the Hawaiian plume every ∼ 5 Ma [Van Ark and Lin, 2004; Vidal and880

Bonneville, 2004]. An obvious difficulty is that Hawaii is located far from any spreading881

axes and so axial buoyant mantle upwelling is an improbable mechanism. If the buoyant882

mantle upwelling hypothesis is only applicable to ridge-centered plumes, it is still neces-883

sary to explain why other plumes exhibit transient activity.884

The regional seismic reflection profiles presented here allow us to identify changes885

in crustal accretion under constant spreading rate conditions. It is evident that changes in886

crustal architecture are affected by changes in the balance between magmatic and tectonic887

processes. Our observations suggest that two distinct modes of plate spreading along the888

Reykjanes Ridge exist; the first mode produces relatively smooth crust, free of fracture889

zones; the second mode that produces crust associated fracture zone faulting.890
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In the smooth mode, plate spreading is predominantly accommodated by magma-891

tism and V-shaped ridges are observed. This mode of crustal accretion dominates along892

a section of the Reykjanes Ridge today, extending 200–950 km away from the center of893

the plume (Figure 10a). A Paleogene record of this smooth mode can be seen on oceanic894

crust >40 Ma in age, where brittle extension is minimal and where buried V-shaped ridges895

are visible.896

The rugose mode of plate spreading produces crust dominated by fracture zones897

with an apparent lack of VSRs. Jones et al. [2002b] suggest that an apparent absence of898

VSRs within the fractured lobes may not necessarily imply a lack of asthenospheric tem-899

perature fluctuations. Although the dominance of fracture zones within these lobes makes900

it difficult to identify VSRs, the great reduction in the size of the plume during this period901

suggests that VSRs are absent given that a significant reduction in the magmatic fraction902

of plate separation along portions of JC50-1 on both sides of the spreading axis closely903

matches the region of fracturing identified from satellite gravity data.904

A changing ratio of faulting and magmatism is most easily interpreted as a con-905

sequence of mantle potential temperature which varies when the planform of the plume906

grows or decays. Minor (±25◦C) variations in potential temperature at the ridge axis causes907

kilometer-scale changes in the depth to the brittle-plastic transition which in turn alters the908

balance between the amount of magmatic accretion and normal faulting [Parnell-Turner909

et al., 2013]. We propose that the style of crustal accretion is highly sensitive to subtle910

changes in potential temperature so that the two modes of accretion faithfully record spa-911

tial waxing and waning of this plume through Cenozoic times.912

4.5 Plume Flux Estimates913

The buoyancy flux of the Iceland plume can be inferred from the geometry of the V-914

shaped ridges [Vogt, 1971; White and Lovell, 1997; Poore et al., 2009; Jones et al., 2014].915

Before acquisition of the regional seismic reflection profiles described here, it was only916

possible to used the bathymetric and gravitational expression of Neogene VSRs to calcu-917

late buoyancy flux [Poore et al., 2009]. More complete residual depth profiles described918

here allow us to identify the existence and geometry of Paleogene VSRs with confidence919

which means that the record of buoyancy flux can be extended back to ∼50 Ma. If plume920
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material flows radially away from Iceland, buoyancy flux, B, is given by921

B =
(
πhρmα∆T

t

)
r2 (2)922

where h is thickness of the plume layer, ρm is the density of mantle, α is the thermal ex-923

pansion coefficient, ∆T is the temperature difference between the plume and ambient man-924

tle, and t is the time taken for a VSR to travel from the center of the plume out to a radial925

distance, r (see Table B.1). For each VSR, loci in age-distance space were picked based926

upon residual depth profiles and gravity anomalies (Figure 10). Equation (2) is used to fit927

these loci (Figure 10b).928

The Cenozoic variation of buoyancy flux with time is shown in Figure 15 and listed929

in Table 1. Note that time is taken to be the moment at which a given thermal anomaly930

was at zero distance from the center of the plume. For VSRs that are younger than 24931

Ma old (i.e. 1, 2a, 2b, 3, 4), we obtain a buoyancy flux of 25 ± 5 Mg s−1. Steeper gradi-932

ents of older VSRs (i.e. 5, 6, 7) yield higher buoyancy fluxes ranging from 60 to 77 Mg933

s−1. These values compare well with independent estimates. Using sparse bathymetric and934

magnetic data from the youngest VSRs alone, Vogt [1971] estimated the volume flux to be935

10–100 km3 yr−1, equivalent to a buoyancy flux of 7–70 Mg s−1. The changing boundary936

between smooth and fractured oceanic crust yields buoyancy fluxes of 10–50 Mg s−1 for937

the last 35 Ma (Poore et al., 2009; Figure 15c).938

The present-day planform of the Iceland plume swell can be determined from resid-939

ual depth measurements and used to constrain its excess volume [Crosby and McKen-940

zie, 2009; Hoggard et al., 2016]. If the present-day swell grew over the last 23–35 Ma,941

the average buoyancy flux is 20–30 Mg s−1 (Figure 15c). Analysis of buried Paleogene942

landscapes on the northwest European shelf implies that the plume originally had a much943

higher buoyancy flux of 60–70 Mg s−1 [Figure 15c; Rudge et al., 2008].944

We acknowledge that these flux estimates are much greater than that calculated by945

Sleep [1990], who argues that the present-day buoyancy flux of the plume is 1.4 Mg s−1.946

This discrepancy arises due to Sleep’s assumption that plume material advects away from947

Iceland at a velocity, V , that is equal to the plate spreading velocity. Our estimates of V948

range from 150 to 162 mm yr−1 for the past 24 Ma (Table 1). We can recalculate buoy-949

ancy flux using Sleep’s method with revised values of V , whilst retaining his original as-950

sumptions. In this case, the velocity of the lithospheric plate is Vl and the asthenospheric951

velocity is Va. Thus asthenospheric material flows at a velocity Va within a channel where952
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velocity decreases linearly from Va at the top to zero at the bottom (i.e. Couette flow).953

The volume flux, Qp , is given by954

Qp = (Vltl + Va(ta/2))Y (3)955

where tl is lithospheric thickness, ta is the asthenospheric channel thickness away from956

the ridge, and Y is the along-strike distance influenced by the plume [Sleep, 1990]. Us-957

ing Vl = Va = 16.5 mm yr−1, tl = ta = 100 km and Y = 800 km, Sleep [1990] finds that958

Qp = 63 m3 s−1. Assuming ∆T = 225 ◦C, we obtain a buoyancy flux of 1.4 Mg s −1, in959

expected agreement with Sleep [1990]. However, if we assume Va = 150 mm yr−1, us-960

ing the mean velocity estimated for the youngest V-shaped ridge which is more consistent961

with Poiseuille flow, ta = 125 km [Delorey et al., 2007; Rickers et al., 2013], and Y = 1350962

km from geochemical observations [Jones et al., 2014], we obtain B = 10.4 Mg s−1. This963

value is one order of magnitude greater than that of Sleep [1990] although it is still less964

than that estimated using Equation (2). This discrepancy reflects the assumed decrease of965

Va within the asthenospheric channel. If an average uniform velocity is used within this966

channel, we obtain B = 19.3 Mg s−1, which is in closer agreement with our estimates.967

5 Conclusions968

Regional seismic reflection profiles, oriented parallel to plate spreading flowlines,969

have been used to analyze the crustal architecture of the Reykjanes Ridge and the flanking970

oceanic basins. These profiles reveal a series of basement highs and lows that reach from971

the Reykjanes Ridge to the continental margins. The variation of the sediment-basement972

interface correlates with V-shaped ridges and troughs on oceanic crust >20 Ma, that have973

long been recognized from bathymetric and gravity anomaly profiles. Our findings extend974

and refine these earlier studies, suggesting that the process of V-shaped ridge formation975

has been taking place since Eocene times.976

We identify changes in the mode of plate spreading at the ridge axis, recorded by977

variations in the cumulative amount of horizontal extension accommodated by normal978

faulting. The proportion of magmatic crustal accretion diminished at 33 Ma and increased979

again at 25 Ma at distances of ∼600 km away from the plume. This changing proportion980

coincides with the the spatial distribution of fractured, rugose oceanic crust on either side981

of the Reykjanes Ridge. These patterns imply subtle changes in mantle potential temper-982

ature that are probably caused by changes in the planform of the plume. We suggest that983
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oceanic crustal architecture is highly sensitive to the spatial distribution of hot, sub-plate984

asthenospheric material.985

The chronology of the North Atlantic Igneous Province shows that widespread,986

episodic volcanism occurred over a substantial region between West Greenland and the987

British Isles throughout Paleogene times. Discrete episodes of volcanism appear to coin-988

cide with V-shaped ridge activity and with evidence for transient epeirogeny on the north-989

west European shelf. Equally, the 3–6 Ma periodicity is broadly consistent with the fre-990

quency of VSR activity. Evidence for episodic and discontinuous volcanism long after991

continental break-up suggests that transient pulsing behavior has continued to the present992

day.993

Competing hypotheses that attempt to account for the formation of VSRs have been994

evaluated using a diverse range of geologic, geophysical and geochemical observations.995

In light of this evaluation, we assert that the thermal pulsing model remains the most rea-996

sonable explanation that is consistent with crustal thickness measurements, geochemical997

analyses of dredged basaltic rocks, asymmetric crustal accretion, regional dynamic sup-998

port, off-axis volcanism, changes in ancient deep-water circulation, and distal transient999

epeirogeny. The rift propagation hypothesis is predicated upon identification of asym-1000

metric ridge accretion identified on high resolution magnetic surveys. We agree that this1001

asymmetry exists but it is minor, and rapidly diminishes southward, which implies that1002

it is related to well-documented ridge jumps on Iceland. The buoyant mantle upwelling1003

hypothesis is invoked to sidestep the need for an upwelling plume with a rheological de-1004

hydration boundary beneath Iceland. This hypothesis cannot account for regional observa-1005

tions that strongly support the existence of a convective swell beneath the North Atlantic1006

Ocean. Finally, we have revised buoyancy flux estimates using V-shaped ridge geometry.1007

The flux of the Iceland plume is 25 ± 5 Mg s−1 during Neogene times. There is evidence1008

that buoyancy flux was as great 60–76 Mg s−1 during Paleogene times.1009
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Figure Captions1018

Figure 1. a) Map of residual depth anomalies for North Atlantic Ocean [Gnomic projection centered on

63.95◦N, 17.4◦W; Hoggard et al., 2016]. Solid black lines = seismic reflection profiles; dashed black line =

Mid-Atlantic Ridge; RR = Reykjanes Ridge; KR = Kolbeinsey Ridge; CGFZ = Charlie-Gibbs Fracture Zone.

b) Horizontally polarized shear-wave velocity anomalies, βsh , at depth of 120 km taken from full-waveform

tomographic model of Rickers et al. [2013].
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Figure 2. a) Bathymetric map of North Atlantic Ocean showing location of seismic reflection experiment

(Mercator projection). Solid black lines = seismic reflection profiles JC50-1, 2, 3 and 4; dashed black line =

Mid-Atlantic Ridge; RR = Reykjanes Ridge; KR = Kolbeinsey Ridge; GSR = Greenland-Scotland Ridge; BFZ

= Bight Fracture Zone. b) Satellite free-air gravity anomaly map high-pass filtered to remove wavelengths

>250 km [Sandwell et al., 2014]. c) Magnetic anomaly map [Maus et al., 2009]. Box = location of Figure 13;

gray lines = magnetic isochrons and fracture zones [Jones et al., 2002a]. d) Horizontally-polarized S-wave

velocity anomalies, βsh , at depth of 120 km taken from full-waveform tomographic model of Rickers et al.

[2013].
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Figure 3. Cartoons showing competing hypotheses for VSR formation. a) Thermal pulsing hypothesis

[Vogt, 1971]. Dark gray blocks = lithospheric plates; pink block with red patches = asthenospheric channel

containing thermal pulses; light gray block = upper mantle; solid arrows = propagation direction of thermal

pulses; dashed arrows = plate spreading direction; yellow shaded area = melting region; red/blue ribs = V-

shaped ridges/troughs; black line = mid-ocean ridge. b) Propagating rift hypothesis [Hey et al., 2010]. Solid

arrows = propagating rift direction. VSRs regarded as failed rifts with thicker crust and V-shaped troughs

regarded as pseudofaults that propagate along-axis generating thinner crust. c) Buoyant mantle upwelling

hypothesis [Martinez and Hey, 2017]. Gray blobs = buoyant upwelling cells that generate damp melting and

thicker crust in absence of thermal anomaly; group of small vertical arrows = vertical upwelling within a

given cell; dashed lines = dry/wet solidi.
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Figure 5. Detailed portions of seismic profiles crossing Reykjanes Ridge (see Figure 2 for location). (a)–

(d) Profiles JC50-2, JC50-3, JC50-4 and JC50-1, respectively. (e)–(h) Geologic interpretation. Yellow shading

= sedimentary cover; solid black lines = seabed and sediment-basement interface; labeled red lines = VSRs; m

= seabed multiple. (i) Satellite free-air gravity anomaly map high-pass filtered to remove wavelengths >250

km [Sandwell et al., 2014]. Labeled black lines = seismic profiles; black dots = relocated earthquakes between

1960 and 2009 [Mw > 4; Engdahl et al., 1998]); labeled arrows = VSRs.
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Figure 6. Detailed portions of seismic profiles from JC50-2 (see Figure 4 for location). a) and b) Young

V-shaped ridges located ∼100 km west and east of Reykjanes Ridge, respectively. c) and d) Geologic inter-

pretation. Yellow shading = sedimentary cover; solid black lines = seabed and sediment-basement interface;

sub-vertical solid lines = normal faults; labeled red lines = VSRs; red lines = filtered free-air gravity anoma-

lies [Sandwell et al., 2014]. e) and f) Older V-shaped ridges located ∼320 km west and east of Reykjanes

Ridge, respectively. g) and h) Geologic interpretation.
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Figure 7. Detailed portions of seismic profiles from JC50-1 (see Figure 4 for location). a) and b) Young

V-shaped ridges located ∼100 km west and east of Reykjanes Ridge, respectively. c) and d) Geologic inter-

pretation. Yellow shading = sedimentary cover; solid black lines = seabed and sediment-basement interface;

sub-vertical solid lines = normal faults; labeled red lines = VSRs; red lines = filtered free-air gravity anoma-

lies [Sandwell et al., 2014] e) and f) Older V-shaped ridges located ∼350 km west and east of Reykjanes

Ridge, respectively. g) and h) Geologic interpretation.
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Figure 8. Fault analysis of JC50-2 and JC50-1. a) Analysis of JC50-2. Red line = filtered free-air gravity

anomaly Sandwell et al. [2014]; black lines = fault-bounded block geometry. b) Solid line = cumulative heave

(i.e. horizontal displacement) as function of distance; dashed line = gradient of cumulative heave as function

of distance. c) Estimate of magmatic fraction of plate separation, M , as function of distance. d) Analysis of

JC50-1. Red line = free-air gravity anomaly; black lines = fault-bounded block geometry; horizontal gray

bars = timing of lobes of fractured oceanic crust. e) Solid line = cumulative heave as function of distance;

dashed line = gradient of cumulative heave as function of distance. f) Estimate of magmatic fraction of plate

separation, M , as function of distance.
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Figure 9. Estimates of crustal thickness, tc , determined from residual depth analysis of seismic profiles. a)

JC50-2. Black line = estimated tc as function of geologic time; red line = filtered free-air gravity anomalies

[Sandwell et al., 2014]; red/blue circles = crustal thickness measurements from seismic refraction experiment

[Smallwood and White, 1998]. b) JC50-1.
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Figure 10. Chronology of transient mantle plume activity. a) Map of gravity anomalies as function of

crustal age and distance from plume center (i.e. 63.95◦N, 17.4◦W; Shorttle et al. [2010]). Black lines = po-

tential temperature, Tp , calculated from residual depth profiles; blue lines with band = Tp calculated from

wide-angle seismic refraction data [Parkin and White, 2008]; red/blue circles = Tp calculated from crustal

thickness measurements [Smallwood and White, 1998; Whitmarsh, 1971]; black arrows = weak linear gravity

anomalies. b) Map of gravity anomalies as before. Numbered dashed lines = best-fit V-shaped ridges cal-

culated using radial asthenospheric flow; dotted line = demarcation of smooth-rough transition gauged from

magnetic picks [Parnell-Turner et al., 2014].
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Figure 11. a) Bathymetric map of North Atlantic Ocean (Cartesian projection centered on Iceland plume

and illuminated from northwest) that shows distribution of dated extrusive igneous rocks [Wilkinson et al.,

2016]. Colored circles = dated igneous rocks; red line = mid-oceanic ridge; open circle = center of plume;

inverted triangle = location of regional 55 Ma unconformity surface [Shaw Champion et al., 2008]; FSB =

Faroe-Shetland Basin; RR = Reykjanes Ridge; KR = Kolbeinsey Ridge. b) Cumulative frequency of dated

igneous rocks as function of geologic time where horizontal bars are equal to 2σ from Wilkinson et al. [2016];

colored circles as before; pink bands = inferred episodes of increased magmatic activity; red circle = inferred

age of VSR 7; inverted triangle = 55 Ma unconformity surface shown in (a).
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Figure 12. Series of plate reconstructions centered on position of plume that show high-pass filtered free-

air gravity anomalies with wavelengths > 250 km and distribution of igneous activity (Gnomic projection

centered on 63.95◦ N, 17.4◦ W). a) Interval of 80–60 Ma. Red circles = distribution of igneous rocks for

this time interval; open circle = center of plume; plate reconstruction for 60 Ma calculated using GPlates

software package with appropriate rotation poles [Seton et al., 2012]. b) Interval of 60–55 Ma. Plate recon-

struction calculated for 55 Ma. c) Interval of 55–40 Ma. Plate reconstruction calculated for 40 Ma showing

development of VSRs on oceanic crust. d) Interval of 40–0 Ma. Present-day plate configuration.
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Figure 13. a) Gridded magnetic anomaly map [Maus et al., 2009]. Thick lines prefixed by KN and BA =

shipboard magnetic anomaly profiles obtained during RV Knorr cruise 189-04 and USNS Bartlett cruise

75G, respectively [Hey et al., 2010; Nunns et al., 1983]; thin lines prefixed by FL = magnetic anomaly profiles

extracted from gridded compilation of Maus et al. [2009] along selected flowlines; labeled arrows = identified

magnetic chrons. b) Satellite free-air gravity anomaly map high-pass filtered to remove wavelengths > 250

km [Sandwell et al., 2014]. Labeled black lines = seismic reflection profiles; colored triangles/circles = lo-

cations of basaltic rocks dredged during RRS Charles Darwin cruise CD80 and RV Celtic Explorer cruise

CE0806, respectively where color indicates Nb/Y value [Murton et al., 2002; Jones et al., 2014]; labeled

arrows = V-shaped ridges.
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Figure 14. a) Ridge-centered magnetic anomaly profiles (see Figure 13 for location). Black lines prefixed

by KN and BA = shipboard magnetic profiles from RV Knorr cruise 189-04 and USNS Bartlett cruise 75G,

respectively [Hey et al., 2010; Nunns et al., 1983]; gray lines prefixed by FL = profiles extracted from gridded

compilation of Maus et al. [2009] along selected flowlines; filled/open symbols = polarity chrons picked using

shipboard/aeromagnetic data, respectively (circles = 3ro; inverted triangles = 5n.2no; triangles = 5Bro; dia-

monds = 6no). Picks for profiles prefixed by KN are taken from Benediktsdóttir et al. [2012]. b) Asymmetry

as function of latitude, with half-spreading rate west/east in km/Ma noted. Symbols with horizontal lines =

asymmetry for time intervals defined by polarity chron picks and associated uncertainties taken from Benedik-

tsdóttir et al. [2012] and from this study. Positive values of asymmetry indicates extra accretion to east of

axis.
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Figure 15. Asymmetry along flowline profiles and record of ridge-jump episodes from Iceland. a) Asym-

metry along JC50-2 profile where positive values indicate extra accretion to east of Reykjanes Ridge.

Black/red circles with error bars = asymmetry values and associated uncertainties calculated from magnetic

chron picks and from residual depth profiles, respectively; black curve = best-fitting polynomial relationship;

labelled horizontal bars = ridge jump episodes recorded on Iceland where E or W indicates compass direc-

tion of jump; S-NVZ = Snaefellsnes-Húnafloí paleo-rift toward Northern Volcanic Zone; V-S = Vestfirdir

paleo-rift toward Snaefellsnes paleo-rift; FIR = Faroe-Iceland Ridge [Smallwood and White, 2002]; gray band

= duration of active spreading at Aegir Ridge. b) Asymmetry along JC50-1 profile. c) Buoyancy flux, B, of

plume as function of time. Circles with error bars = flux estimates calculated from geometry of V-shaped

ridges; square = flux estimate calculated from plume-ridge interaction [Sleep, 1990]; star = flux estimate

calculated from application of radial Poiseuille flow model [Rudge et al., 2008]; gray band = flux estimate

calculated from locus of boundary between fractured and smooth oceanic crust [Poore et al., 2009]; pair of

dotted lines = range of flux estimates obtained from present-day planform of plume swell [Hoggard et al.,

2016]; triangle = flux estimate for Hawaiian plume [Sleep, 1990].
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Figure 16. Geochemical analyses of basaltic rocks dredged along Reykjanes Ridge between 55◦ and 63◦N

[Murton et al., 2002; Jones et al., 2014]. (a) Black line = bathymetry as function of latitude; red line with

red/blue band = short wavelength free-air gravity anomaly within 10 km wide corridor as function of lati-

tude. (b) Measured values of trace element ratio Nb/Y as function of latitude. Red/blue triangles = values of

Nb/Y as indicated; gray band = best-fit polynomial curve. (c) Mg number, Mg#, as function of latitude. (d)

87Sr/86Sr measurements as function of latitude. Pair of pink bands delineate regions where V-shaped ridges

VSR1 and VSR2 intersect Reykjanes Ridge [Parnell-Turner et al., 2013].
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Table 1. Buoyancy flux, B, mass flux, M , volume flux, V , propagation velocity, c, and time of origin, t, for

inferred thermal anomalies obtained by fitting radial model to geometries of observed V-shaped ridges (see

Figure 10b for locations of labeled V-shaped ridges. Errors propagated by assuming asthenospheric layer, h =

125 ± 25 km and temperature anomaly, ∆T = 150 ± 50 ◦.

1135

1136

1137

1138

B M V c t

VSR Mg s−1 kg yr−1× 1014 km3 yr−1 km Ma−1 Ma

1 26.2 ± 10.2 1.9 ± 0.3 57.5 ± 1.1 150.5 ± 18.5 3.6 ± 0.4

2a 26.8 ± 10.4 1.9 ± 0.4 58.6 ± 1.1 132.5 ± 22.5 8.3 ± 0.2

2b 28.4 ± 11.1 2.0 ± 0.4 62.3 ± 1.2 148.0 ± 30.0 12.1 ± 0.1

3 26.8 ± 10.4 1.9 ± 0.3 58.6 ± 1.1 130.0 ± 5.0 18.5 ± 1.2

4 27.9 ± 10.8 2.0 ± 0.4 61.1 ± 1.2 162.5 ± 13.5 24.0 ± 0.3

5 64.4 ± 25.1 4.5 ± 0.9 141.2 ± 2.8 400.0 ± 40.0 40.3 ± 0.3

6 60.2 ± 23.4 4.2 ± 0.8 132.1 ± 2.6 242.0 ± 4.0 47.1 ± 0.4

7 76.8 ± 29.8 5.4 ± 1.1 168.3 ± 3.4 567.0 ± 4.0 50.4 ± 0.4

A: Crustal Thickness Estimates1139

Seabed and top basement horizons were converted from two-way travel time to1140

depth using a two-layer velocity model, with a velocity of 1.5 km s−1 in the water layer.1141

A sedimentary layer with velocity of 2.5 km s−1 was used, which is the mean interval ve-1142

locity from hand-picked stacking velocities along JC50-1 and JC50-2. In order to calculate1143

the water-loaded subsidence of oceanic crust, we first account for the effects of sedimen-1144

tary loading. An Airy isostatic correction is used to calculate the water-loaded subsidence,1145

sw , given by1146

sw = tw +
(
ρa − ρ̄s
ρa − ρw

)
ts (A.1)1147

where tw and ts are water depth and sediment thickness respectively [Le Douaran and Par-1148

sons, 1982]. Density of asthenosphere is ρa = 3.3 g cm−3 and density of seawater is ρw =1149

1.0 g cm−3. Average density of a sedimentary pile, ρ̄s , is approximated by1150

ρ̄s = (1 − ϕ̄)ρs + ϕ̄ρw (A.2)1151
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where ρs = 2700 kg m−3 is the density of sediment grains and ϕ̄ is the average porosity,1152

which depends upon the thickness of the sedimentary pile. ϕ̄ is given by1153

ϕ̄ =
1
ts

ts∫
0

ϕ◦exp(−z/λs)dz =
ϕ◦λs

ts
(1 − exp(−ts/λs) (A.3)1154

where ϕ◦ is initial porosity, λs is compaction decay length and z is depth. Compaction pa-1155

rameters, ϕ◦ and λs were obtained by inversion of stacking velocities for individual CMPs1156

[Walford and White, 2005]. In a region of uniform lithology, the primary control on seis-1157

mic interval velocity is likely to be the porosity of the medium, which is itself controlled1158

by compaction. Interval velocity, Vint , is given by1159

1
Vint
=
ϕ

Vf l
+
(1 − ϕ)

Vma
(A.4)1160

where Vf l and Vma are velocities of the pore fluid = 1.5 km s−1 and rock matrix1161

(assumed to be dominated by the P-wave velocity of quartz) = 6.0 km s−1 [Wyllie et al.,1162

1956; Christensen, 1982]. Combining Equation (A.3) with Equation (A.4), we obtain1163

Vint (z). Estimates of root mean square (rms) velocity, Vrms , are generated when perform-1164

ing routine velocity analysis as part of the seismic processing sequence. Vrms can be de-1165

scribed as a function of two-way travel time, t, where1166

V2
rms =

∫ t

0 Vint (t)2dt

t
. (A.5)1167

The inversion procedure seeks a combination of ϕ◦ and λs which minimizes the1168

misfit function, M(ϕ◦, λs), between the modeled Vrms profile, Vc , and the observed Vrms1169

profile, Vo, as a function of two-way travel time. A least-squares method is used to mini-1170

mize the residual misfit function M , which is defined as1171

M =

√√
1
n

n∑
i=1

(
Vo
i − Vc

i

σi

)2
(A.6)1172

where n is the number of data points and σi is the error in observed Vrms . The right1173

hand side of Equation (A.6) is a least-squares fit between Vc and Vo. Velocity profiles1174

were picked every 100 CMPs (∼625 m spacing) based upon semblance analyses and con-1175

stant velocity stack panels. The half-width of a semblance peak was used to estimate error1176

on measured velocities at 150 equally spaced CMP locations along JC50-2. From t < 5201177

ms, the error is 15 m s−1. For t > 520 ms, the average error is estimated using a least-1178

squares fit to the picked semblance half-widths as a function of t, expressed as1179

σi = 0.234t − 109 m s−1. (A.7)1180
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Inversion results for three CMPs are shown in Figure A.1. Inverse modeling was1181

carried out at 1000 CMP intervals, and typically yields ϕ0 = 0.5–0.85 and λs = 1–2 km.1182

These values are consistent with measurements from North Atlantic sedimentary cores,1183

which yield ϕ0 = 0.6 and λs = 2 km [Le Douaran and Parsons, 1982]. With knowl-1184

edge of water depth, sediment thickness and compaction parameters, water-loaded depth to1185

basement is calculated using Equation (A.1). Water-loaded depth to basement profiles are1186

shown in Figures A.2 and A.3.1187

Oceanic ages were assigned using magnetic anomaly picks from a compilation of1188

shipboard and aeromagnetic surveys [Jones et al., 2002a; Maus et al., 2009]. The differ-1189

ence between observed water-loaded depth and predicted age-depth relationship for ther-1190

mal subsidence of an oceanic plate is the residual depth, dr . Since the oceanic crust is1191

less than 60 Ma in age, plate subsidence can be simply expressed as1192

d = di + c
√

a (A.8)1193

where d is the water-loaded subsidence of oceanic crust, di is the depth of the mid-1194

oceanic ridge at zero age, a is the age of oceanic crust and c is a constant controlling the1195

rate of lithospheric cooling. Observed water-loaded depth to basement profiles can be fit-1196

ted to the predicted plate subsidence using a least squares method, producing best-fitting1197

values for di and c (Figures A.2 and A.3). The fitting procedure is carried out separately1198

for eastern and western portions of each profile to allow for variations in dynamic support.1199

Crustal thickness, tc , can be estimated from1200

tc ≈
(
ρa − ρw
ρa − ρc

)
dr + tre f (A.9)1201

where ρa = 3.3 g cm−1 is the density of asthenosphere, ρc = 2.8 g cm−1 is the den-1202

sity of crust and tre f = 8.4 km is a reference crustal thickness for this region [Smallwood1203

and White, 1998].1204
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Figure A.1. Inverse modeling of compaction parameters, ϕ0 and λ, at locations shown in Figure 4. a) rms

velocity plotted as function of two-way travel time at range of 835 km along profile JC50-2. Circles with error

bars = observed rms velocity measurements; solid line = best-fit relationship obtained by varying ϕ0 and λ.

b) Root mean square misfit plotted as function of ϕ0 and λ (Equation A.6. Black cross = location of global

minimum. c) and d) Analysis at range of 65 km along profile JC50-1. e) and f) Analysis at range of 930 km

along profile JC50-1.
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Figure A.2. Bathymetric analyses. a) Profile JC50-2. Solid line = water-loaded depth to basement as func-

tion of seafloor age calculated from seismic reflection profile shown in Figure 4a; gray line = water-loaded

depth to basement mirrored about spreading axis; dashed line = best-fit age-depth relationship that describes

subsidence of oceanic crust (coefficients of best-fitting model given for eastern/western portions of pro-

file); numbered red dotted-dashed lines = identifiable V-shaped ridges; red line = free-air gravity anomaly

[Sandwell et al., 2014]. b) Profile JC50-1. Black dotted lines labeled FZ = regions where fracture zone

faulting predominates.
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Figure A.3. Detailed bathymetric analyses of VSRs 1 and 2. a) Profile JC50-2. Solid line = water-loaded

depth to basement as function of seafloor age calculated from seismic reflection profile shown in Figure 4a;

gray line = water-loaded depth to basement mirrored about spreading axis; dashed line = best-fit age-depth

relationship that describes subsidence of oceanic crust; numbered red dotted-dashed lines = identifiable

V-shaped ridges; red line = free-air gravity anomaly [Sandwell et al., 2014]. b) Profile JC50-4. c) Profile

JC50-3. d) Profile JC50-1.
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Table B.1. Variables and constants used in buoyancy flux calculations.1225

Symbol Description Value Unit

∆T Excess plume temperature [White, 1997; Poore et al., 2009] 150 ± 50 ◦C

h Vertical thickness of plume head [Delorey et al., 2007] 125 ± 25 km

ρm Density of lithospheric mantle 3.2 x 103 kg m−3

α Thermal expansion coefficient [Chopelas and Boehler, 1992] 3 x 10−5 ◦C−1

B: Buoyancy Flux Calculation Parameters1224
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Figure 11.
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